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Self-interested Bank Regulation
By ARNOUD W. A. BOOT AND ANJAN V.

THAKOR*

lation rather than its human aspects (e.g.,
Finn Kydlandand EdwardC. Prescott,1977;
-Election slogan
Fischer Black et al., 1978; Yuk-Shee Chan
of anonymouspolitician
et al., 1992). Moreover,because of its focus
on self-interestedbehaviorby the bank, this
literaturehas viewed the regulatoras maxiThis paper formalizes the notion that a
mizing social welfare. However, as Edward
bank regulator may pursue self interest Kane (1990) has forcefullyargued,the deleratherthan socialwelfare,and examinesthe
gationproblembetweenthe taxpayerand her
implicationsof this for deposit insurance agent, the regulatormay be the key to comand regulatoryreformin banking.We model prehendingrecent bankinghistory and dethe pursuit of self interest by introducing sirablefuture regulation.
uncertaintyabout the regulator'sability to
It is the mannerin which this delegation
monitorthe bank'sasset choice. This uncer- problem manifests itself in regulatorybetainty creates a desire for the regulatorto
havior that is the focus of our paper. We
acquire a reputationas a capable monitor, wish to study the incentivesa regulatorhas
and this desire distorts his bank closure to undertakeactionsthat protecthis reputapolicy and inflates the liability of the detion. Our theory is based on the premise
posit-insurancefund. We use this perspec- that even a small degree of uncertainty
tive on bank regulation to generate num- about the qualityof the regulatorcan create
erous policy prescriptions about banking significant departures from social optima.
reform.
The departureof principalinterest to us is
The thrift and bankingcrises of the last
the timing of bank closures, an issue about
decade have led to a surge in vitriol con- which regulatorshave been quite defensive
cerningthe process of regulation.The need
lately(see BarbaraA. Rehm and Bill Atkinfor reform is thus acknowledgedby many, son, 1991). Our analysisthus differssharply
but despite limited progress made by the
from that of Tim S. Campbellet al. (1992)
Federal Deposit InsuranceCorporationIm- who examine the design of optimal incenprovement Act (FIDICIA) of 1991, there
tive contractsfor effort-averseregulatorsin
seems to be disagreementon how to ima static setting.
prove bank regulation.The bank regulation
The paper is organizedas follows.Section
literaturehas provided reform suggestions, I develops a two-periodmodel of dynamic
but these have to do with the rulesof regu- asset portfoliochoice by the bank.A regulator of unknown ability (imperfectly)monitors this asset choice and also decides
whether or not the bank should be closed.
Section II showsthat in a reputationalequi*Faculty of Economics,Universityof Amsterdam,
libriumthe regulator'sclosurepolicyis more
Roetersstraat11, Amsterdam,Netherlands,and School
lax than the social optimum,sometimesperof Business, Indiana University, Bloomington, IN
mittingthe second-periodcontinuationof a
47405, respectively.We are gratefulfor commentsrebank that should be (socially optimally)
ceived from seminar participantsat the Federal Reclosed. The distortionin social welfare deserve Bankof Cleveland,the Universityof Utah, Concordia University, and the 1991 European Finance
pends criticallyon the noise in the regulaAssociationmeeting in Rotterdam.Of course, nobody
tor's perceivedability.Section III concludes
but the authorsshouldbe implicatedfor errorsof any
with
a discussionof policy implications.The
sort. Thakor also thanks Indiana National Bank for
supportthroughthe INB NationalBankProfessorship issues discussed are consolidation versus
in Finance.
separationof regulatorytasks, durationof a
"He's His Own Man, But Works For

You."
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regulator'sappointmentand the reappointment process, regulatorylatitude in bank
closure decisions,the role of asset portfolio
restrictionson banks, and the management
of public perceptions.All proofs are in our
companion working paper (Boot and
Thakor,1992).
I. The Modeland Social Optima
A. The Model

There are two time periods,the firstfrom
t = 0 to t = 1, and the second from t = 1 to
t = 2. At t = 0, the bank has assets which

pay off a random amount y at t =1 and
nothing thereafter,where y has a distribution F(*) and a probability density ff()
with support [0, yI and y > 0. In addition,
the bank has a discretionaryasset for which
it can choose the payoff distribution.This
asset requires a $1 investment at t = 0 and
yields a random payoff R1 at t = 1, where
Rl = R(01) > 0 with probability 01 and 0

with probability1-01, and R'( )<0 and
R"(*) < O Va 1E0 , a compact subset of
(0,1). The investmentis financedwith $K1
of book equity capital and $(1 - K1) of in-

sured deposits. Deposit insurance is riskinsensitive,and to ease notation we set the
premiumat zero. In the second period, the
bank can make a similardiscretionaryasset
choice.
The bank'schoice of 01 is directlyobservable only to the bank, and this choice is
monitored by the regulator at t = 0. The

regulator'squalitydeterminesthe probability with which he detects the bank's asset
choice through monitoring. If the bank's
asset choice is detected to be 01# 0* (the
socially optimal choice), then the bank is
forced to switch to 0*. If undetected, the
bank's asset choice stays at 01. The regulator can be either "good"(g) with detection
probability pg e (0.5,1) or "bad" (b) with
detection probability Pb E (0.5, 1), where pg
> Pb. For i E{g,b}, pi pi(01) is continu-

ously differentiablewith dpi/d01 <0, and
Pg(01) > Pb(01) V 01 E 0. The regulator's
type is unknownto all at t = 0, but there is
a commonly known prior probability y E
(0,1) that the regulatoris good.

At t = 1, the bank realizes y + R1, and

first-perioddepositorsare paid off. The differencebetween y + R1 and the paymentto
first-period depositors defines the bank's
second-periodcapital; there is no new external equitycapital.At this time, the regulator decides whether the bank should be
allowed to continue for a second period. If
the bank is allowed to continue, secondperiod deposits are raised at t = 1 to ensure
that, when added to second-periodcapital,
$1 is available for investing in its secondperiod asset. If y + R1 is less than the obligationto first-perioddepositorsbut the bank
is allowed to continue, second-period deposits are also raised to repay first-period
depositors.However,if the bank is closed at
t = 1, the shortfallis coveredby the deposit
insurer. The second:period asset yields a
random payoff of R2 at t =2, at which
time second-perioddepositorsare paid off,
where R2 = R(02) with probability 02 0e
and 0 with probability1- 02. If R2 is insufficient,the depositinsurercoversthe rest.
For simplicity,the regulatordoes not monitor 02.
The bank observes its own capital and
asset choice at each point in time. The
regulator observes the bank's actual asset
choice only if he detects it, and at the start
of each period he observesthe bank'sbook
capital for that period. At t = 1, the regulator observes the total asset payoff, y + R1,
but not the individualcomponentsy-or R1.
At t = 2, the regulator observes R2. The

market is the least informedplayer. It observes the bank's book capital, but with a
one-periodlag (i.e., at t + 1, it observesthe
capital at t). We assume that the market
observes the bank's second-period capital
only if the bank continues for a second
period and that the continuationdecision is
publiclyobserved.
All agents are risk-neutral. The bank
maximizesits expectednet profit.The regulator maximizes the following objective
function:
(1)

A1{y1 + 8y'2M}+ A2[02R(02)

-1]

where y' is the regulator'sreputationfor
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quality at time t E{1,2}; 81,A1,A2> 0; and
02R(02)-1 is the social surplus from the
bank'ssecond-periodasset. The term in the
bracesin (1) representsthe personalgain to
the regulator from reputation-building,so
that the regulatoris maximizinga weighted
average(with A1and A2 the weights)of his
personalreputationand social welfare. The

We can now define the socially optimal
closurerule as follows:close down the bank
if its privatelyoptimal second-periodchoice
is a negative net present value (NPV) asset
portfolio. The determiningpropertyof the
socially optimal bank closure rule is given
below.

regulator's reputation y' is simply the mar-

PROPOSITION 1: There exists a critical
value of the second-periodcapital, say, K2,
such that the socially optimal closurepolicy
dictates that the bank should be closed if
its actual capital K2 < K2 and continuedif
K2> K2. Moreover,dK2/drf> 0 and there
e-xistsa critical value of the depositfunding
cost (risklessinterestrate), say, rf - 1, such

ket's posterior belief at time t that the
regulatoris good. The social surplusrelated
to the first-periodproject does not appear
in (1) because the regulatorcannot take any
actions to affect it, other than through his
bank closure policy; the effect of "socialwelfare pressure" on closure policy is already capturedby the second-periodsocial
surplus.
B. TheSocialOptima
Consider first the second-period asset
choice. The sociallyoptimalchoice is simply
the first best, the asset choice an all-equity
financed bank would make in the second
period. That is, with rf defined as 1 plus
the riskless rate, the social optimummaximizes 02R(02)- 1 X rf with a choice of
0=

-

R(O*)/R'(O*).

Next, we solve for the socially optimal
bankclosurepolicyat t = 1. To analyzethis,
we must solve for the bank'sactual secondperiod asset choice at t = 1. The bank's
second-period capital is K2 = Y + R1 -(1

-

K1)rf,where(1- K1)rfis the paymentmade
on the fully insuredfirst-perioddeposits. If
K2 is negative, the bank's second-period
deposits exceed $1; we assume that exogenous parametersare such that K2 < 1 with
probability1, therebyensuringpositive second-perioddeposits.Thus, the bankchooses
02 to maximize
(2)

02{R(02)

-

[-K2]

rf}- K2rf

and the uniquemaximizerof (2) is 02(K2)=
{- R(02)+[1 - K2]rf}{R'(02)V'. We now
have the following lemma (see Boot and
Thakor[1992]for the proof).
LEMMA 1: In'the secondperiod, the bank
choosesmore riskthan is sociallyoptimal.

that K2>0 if rf>rf.

(See Boot and Thakor[19921for the proof.)
The intuition is that the bank's secondperiod asset choice, 92, depends on its second-periodcapital, K2. Since the regulator
cannot directly control 02, it prevents exploitation of the deposit-insurancefund by
closing the bank when K2 falls below a
threshold. It is interestingthat the socially
optimal policy may dictate closure even
when K2 is positive.The reason is that the
bank may pursuenegativeNPV investments
even with positive capital, given deposit insurance.Of course,the social optimumhere
does not address the constitutionalissues
about the seizure of privatepropertywhich
such a recommendationhas caused some
bankersto raise (Robert Trigaux,1991).
II. Propertiesof the Reputational

Equilibrium

AssetPortfolioChoice
A. First-Period
of Bank
Given a sociallyoptimalfirst-periodasset
choice of 0*, let 01 E[0,O*) represent the
bank's privately optimal first-period asset
portfolio choice, where 0 is the smallest
element of 0. Since we are interestedin the
regulatorymonitoringof bank activitiesthat
could increase the liability of the deposit
insurancefund,we wish to focus on 0 < 0*
Suppose that in the reputational equilibrium, the regulatorcloses the bank at t = 1
if y + R1< z*, where z* is some critical
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value;if y + R12 z*, the bank is allowedto
continuein the second period.If the regulator follows the sociallyoptimal closure policy, then z* = K2 +(1 - K1)rf.
Before we examine the regulator's closure policy in a reputationalequilibrium,it
is useful to explore a bank's incentive to
restrainfirst-periodrisk-takingin light of its
potential effects on second-period rents.
Since the first-periodasset portfolio affects
the second-period capital K2 in a welldefined way, the question is: what is the
relationship between the bank's secondperiod rents and its second-periodcapital?
Define the bank'ssecond-periodrents, conditional on being allowed to continue for a
second period, as
(3)

M(02)

02{R(02) - [1 - K2] rf}- K2rf

with 62(K2) (given earlier) the (unique)
maximizerof M(62). What is the sign of

However, Proposition2 tells us that this is
not so. At t =0, the bank wishes to decrease EO(K21K,01), implying that more
first-periodrisk is chosen at t = 0 than in a
single-periodsetting. The intuition is that
the deposit-insuranceput option causes the
bank'ssecond-periodrents to be decreasing
in its second-periodcapital,so it encourages
the bank to undertakeactionsthat lower its
expected second-period capital. Thus,
first-period risk-taking incentives, already
heightened by deposit insurance,are escalated ratherthan retardedby considerations
of future rents per se. Note, however,that
Proposition2 assumes that the bank is always allowed to continue in the second period. If an insufficientlycapitalized bank
can be closed at the end of the first period,
then it may curtail its first-periodrisk. An
appropriately chosen closure policy can
combat the perverse incentives created by
deposit insurance.
B. ClosurePolicyin theReputational
Equilibrium

dM(02)/ dK2?

PROPOSITION2: At the beginningof the
secondperiod,for anyfixed depositinsurance
premium,the bank is betteroff with a lower
second-periodcapital than with a highersecond-periodcapital, conditionalon being allowedto continuefor the secondperiod.
(See Boot and Thakor[1992]for the proof.)
This result obtains because the value of
the "deposit insurance put option" to the
bank's shareholders is decreasing in the
bank's equity capital. Note that, the expected value of K2 (assume for now that
the bank is never closed), assessed at t = 0,
is

(4)
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Eo(K2IK1,01)=f Yf(y) dy
+ 01R(01)

-

Kj(1

-

rf)

which attains its unique maximumwith respect to 01 at 0**. If the bank's secondperiod rents were enhanced by its secondperiod capital,then at t = 0 the bankwould
choose a higher O1(lower risk) than in a
single-period setting; this would move 0
closer to 0** and increase EO(K2K1, 0)

The regulator chooses z* to maximize
(1). We restrictexogenousparameterssuch
that the bank will never be closed if R1=
R1(01)> 0. Hence, the closure of a bank at
t = 1 tells the market that R1= 0 and y <
z*. We will say that the regulator'sclosure
policy is "more lax" than the social optimum if z* < K2 + (1 - Kl)rf and "less lax"
than the social optimum if z* > K2 + (1KI)rf.

PROPOSITION3: In a reputational(subgame-perfect)Nash equilibrium,the regulator's (privately)optimalbankclosurepolicyis
more lax. than the socially optimal closure
policy.
(See Boot and Thakor[1992]for the proof.)
The intuition is as follows. Although the
market'sinference is noisy, closure at t = 1
means that the bank's capital was inadequate. Since this is likely when 0 <O?*(a
more riskyproject)was chosen by the bank,
the low capital realizationat t = 1 tells the
market something about the quality of the
regulator. The market knows that a good
regulatoris more likely to have enforced a
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choice of O? than a bad regulator;so the
closuredecision causes the marketto revise
downwardits belief that the regulator is
good. How much downwardthis belief is
revisedwould depend, one would think, on
the value of K2, which the marketdoes not
know precisely. However, if the regulator
were "completely selfish" and cared only
about his own reputation,then there is an
Akerlof lemons effect at work here. To see
this, suppose there is a range of values of
K2 for which the "completelyselfish"regulator closes the bank, and lower values of
K2 (if these are known to the market)convey progressivelyworse news about the regulator'squality.Then there must be a value
of K2, call it K2g' which is the highest
capitalthe bank can have and yet be closed.
Since the informationconveyed upon closure about the regulator of a bank with
is just as adverse as that for a
K2=
K=
regulatorof a bankwith K2 < K2, a regulator whose bank has capital KTHwill wish to
distinguish himself from those with lower
K2 realizations by not closing the bank.
This argumentappliessequentiallyfor every
K2, so that there is an unravelingfrom the
top down. Thus, if the regulatoris "completely selfish",he never closes the bank at
t = 1. On the other hand, if the regulator
were ''completelyselfless,"he would follow
the socially optimal bank closure policy. A
regulatorwho maximizes(1) will, therefore,
choose z* E (0, K2 + (1- K1)rf).
Thus, even a little uncertaintyabout the
regulator'sability-note that the qualitative
nature of the result in Proposition3 does
not depend on the magnitude of y -can
distort the regulator'sbank closure policy.
This has two consequences.First, since the
threat of future closure is the principalfactor limitingthe bank's risk-takingincentive
in the first period, a more lax closure policy
results in the bank takingmore first-period
risk, increasing the investment distortion
awayfrom first best in that period. Second,
any distortion away from the socially optimal closure policy means that there is a
positive probabilitythat the bank will make
a negative NPV asset choice in the second
period; the mqre lax the regulator'sclosure
policy, the greater is this probability.Thus,
viewed from an ex ante perspective (at
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t = 0), regulatorypursuit of reputation increasesthe deposit insurer'sliabilityon both
first-and second-perioddeposits.
We will define the total distortionin social welfare (TDSW) as the sum of the
social loss from the bank's choice of 01 as
opposed to 0* and the social loss from the
bank'schoice of a negativeNPV asset portfolio in the second period.The higheris the
TDSW, the greater is the loss on the deposit-insurancefund. This leads us to the
followingresult.
PROPOSITION4: The lower the perceived
quality of the regulatorat the outset, the
higheris the TDSWin a reputationalequilibrium.
(see Boot and Thakor[1992]for the proof.)
This propositionimplies that perceptions
of the abilities of regulatorsare important.
The lower the assessment that banks (and
the market) have of their regulators, the
more severe will be the problemsof deposit
insurance. These problems will be manifested in both an increase in bank portfolio
risk and lower bank capital levels on average. Moreover, there will also be an increase in the numberof instances in which
banks with inadequate capital will be allowed to continue.
III. PolicyImplicationsof Analysis
and Conclusion

A. ConsolidationversusSeparation
of RegulatoryTasks
The distortionin closure policy arisesbecause the regulatormanipulatesthe closure
decision to obscure possible ineptitude in
his asset-qualitymonitoring.An obviousway
to eliminate this distortion is to separate
responsibilityfor bank closures from that
for asset-qualitymonitoring.
B. Durationof a Regulator's
Appointmentand the
Process
Reappointment
We have ignored effort-related moral
hazardin regulatorymonitoring.If the regulator could also shirk in the provision of
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monitoring,then the standardapproachto
resolvingsuch moral hazard is to give the
regulator a long-term contract (William
Rogerson,1985).However,our analysissuggests that when the problem of regulatory
reputation-buildingmust be considered in
conjunctionwith moral hazard, long-term
contractingmay not be the answer; such
contractingincreasesthe informativenessof
a closure decision since that decision reflects an outcome influenced by past regulatory monitoring. Distortionary closure
incentives of the regulatormay be exacerbated as a result. Of course, if the monitoring and closure decisions were separated,
long-term contractingwould not have this
undesirableconsequence.Further,our analysis shows that the regulatorwill be lax in
closing banks even though issues related to
potentiallyunethicallinks between the regulator and the regulatedbanks are absent.
If the regulator's objective function were
contaminatedby such links, then the distortions would be even more severe. The introduction of political factors in the appointment decision increases the likelihood of
such links and should thereforebe avoided.
A somewhatmore subtle issue is that the
noise introducedby the politicizingof the
appointmentprocesswould make it difficult
to reduce A, relativeto A2 in the regulatory
objective function in an attempt to reduce
distortion in closure policy. A regulator's
perceptionthat the reappointmentdecision
will be based partly on political considerations introducesgreater noise in that decision and makes the regulator more concerned about his reputation.This increases
A1relative to A2 and causes greater distortion in bank closure policy.
C. RegulatoryLatitudein Bank
ClosureDecisions
A simple way to minimize closure-policy
distortionsis to reduce regulatorydiscretion
by stipulatinga minimum(positive)amount
of bank book capital needed to avoid closure. In our model, this capital is not observable publicly at the time that the closure decision is made; this assumption is
meant to reflect in part the practicalreality
that capital is often hard to measure accu-
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rately under RAP and GAAP accounting
(see Lawrence White, 1988). Clearly, observability and measurement problems
would impede such a rigid closure policy.
However, our analysis suggests the desirability of such a rigid policy, even if it is
based on noisy surrogatesof the bank'scapital. Indeed, we advocate rules rather than
discretion.This complementsKydlandand
Prescott's(1977) observationthat rules can
improvesocial welfare because they are unconstrainedby the time-consistencyrequirements of discretionarypolicies.
D. AssetPortfolioRestrictions
The regulatorpursuesreputation-building
because there is uncertaintyabout his ability to monitor bank asset quality. At one
extreme, if 0 were a singleton,monitoring
would be moot. In general, the smallerthe
(Lebesgue) measure of 0, the more effective a regulatorof given ability will be in
monitoringthe bank's asset quality.To the
extent that it is commonknowledgethat the
regulatoris relativelyefficientin monitoring
a limited set of assets, the observedclosure
of a bank will be less importantas a signal
of the regulator'squality,and there will be
lesser distortionin bank closurepolicy.This
will induce the bank to choose lower asset
portfoliorisk at the outset. Thus, asset portfolio restrictionson banksmayhave an indirect role in reducing the liability of the
deposit-insurancefund as well.
E. TheManagementof
PublicPerceptions
The importanceof beliefs in our reputational equilibriumis transparent.If banks
and the markethave greatconfidencein the
regulator'squality, then the regulatorwill
sense a lesser need to influence their perceptions of his quality by delaying closure.
This suggests the importance of carefully
selecting high-qualityregulatorsto facilitate
the fostering of public confidence. For example, as with many professional occupations, we could requirecertificationof regulators.
A related issue is the publicavailabilityof
information.In our model, if the market is
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as well informedabout the bank's financial
conditionas the regulator,then the regulator's closurepolicywill not deviate from the
social optimum at that point. This appears
to have been borne out by the recent depository institutioncrisis in Rhode Island, for
instance, during which many institutions
were quicklyclosed after panic among depositorsled to runs and it was obviousthat
regulators were no longer privately informed about the precariousfinancialcondition of these institutions. This suggests
the importanceof bringingmarketpressure
to bear on regulatorsby makinginformation
about banks available more freely to the
market.
In conclusion,our view that a self-interested regulator'spursuit of reputationcan
distortbank closure policy and increase the
liability of the deposit insurance fund has
generatednumerouspolicy implicationsfor
regulatoryreform. Since perhaps the only
meaningful distinction between man and
machine is moral hazard, it may be too
much to ask that bankingreform eliminate
all self-interestedregulatorybehavior.However, the mere recognitionof the possibility
of self-intereston the part of regulatorsis,
we believe, a useful start.
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